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Mutual Fund Industry Handbook : A Comprehensive Guide for Investment ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A behind-the-scenes look at the mutual fund industry    

With more than 8,000 funds, more than $8 trillion in assets, and more than 87 million individual investors at the end of 2004, mutual funds—professionally managed pooled investment vehicles that give people the opportunity to participate in the securities market without...
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Visual Basic 2008 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Visual Basic 2008
   Providing programmers and developers of all skill levels with a comprehensive tutorial and reference to Visual Basic (VB) 2008, Microsoft MVP Rod Stephenspresents a broad, solid understanding of essential topics on the latest version of VB. He explains the forms, controls, and other objects that VB...
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Fedora 9 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Master the latest version of Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux with the step-by-step instructions and hands-on advice in Fedora 9 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux Bible. Learn key system administration skills like setting users and automating system tasks, understand the latest security issues and threats, and gain confidence with using and...
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Google+ For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011


	Chances are you’re one of the 750 million or so users of

	Facebook, or maybe you’ve tried Twitter or another

	social network. Google has responded to the lively interest

	in social networking with one of its own called Google+ (also

	known as “Google Plus” or even just “g+”), and Google+ is...
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Cdma Mobile Radio Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2000


	Wireless communications is growing at a phenomenal rate. From 1991 to

	1999, the number of subscribers increased from about 25 million to over 250

	million. Incredibly, over the next seven years, the number. of subscribers is

	expected to quadruple, to over 1 billion [ 1]. That growth rate is faster than

	that of any other consumer...
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Insider Threat: Protecting the Enterprise from Sabotage, Spying, and TheftSyngress Publishing, 2005
I was sitting at my desk when my phone rang. I answered the phone and it was a
large pharmaceutical company who was interested in consulting services.They
started off the conversation stating that they had some problems and thought that
my company might be able to help.They had noticed a trend with one of their foreign...
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Ajax For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Create Web applications that act like desktop ones
Brush up on JavaScript,® use free Ajax frameworks, and make your sites rock     

What if shoppers at your online store could fill their carts without waiting for multiple page refreshes? What if searches produced instant results on the same page?  With this book you won't have to...
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XML in Office 2003: Information Sharing with Desktop XMLPrentice Hall, 2003
What do you give the software that has  everything?

XML, of course!

Microsoft Office is the most successful productivity product in  the history of computers, with over 300 million users around the world. Few of  them use all of the features in Office now, so why add...
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The Unofficial Guide to Making Money on eBayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
From Power Sellers to first-timers, everybody wants an eBay edge With 125 million members, eBay is a huge, efficient marketplace that redefines low overhead. It appeals equally to full-time entrepreneurs who focus on a certain type of merchandise and occasional sellers with treasures in the attic they want to unload. Sellers have more options now,...
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Introduction to Mobile Telephone Systems: 1G, 2G, 2.5G, and 3G Technologies and ServicesAlthos Publishing, 2003
If you are involved or getting involved in mobile communication technologies and services, this book is for you. This book explains the different types of mobile telephone technologies and systems from 1st generation digital broadband. It describes the basics of how they operate, the different types of wireless voice, data and information...
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LinkedIn For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Don't be left out—link up with this fully updated introduction to the Internet's hottest professional networking tool


	With more than 225 million members from over 200 countries and territories worldwide, LinkedIn.com is an unbeatable self-marketing tool. LinkedIn For Dummies teaches you how to make the...
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Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern InventionsApress, 2012

	Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern Inventions is a collection of interviews with inventors of famous products, innovations, and technologies that have made life easier or even changed the way we live. All of these scientists, engineers, wild-eyed geniuses, and amateur technologists have dedicated their...
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